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1. Introduction 
Let G be an arbitrary group, R be a field and RG be the group algebra of G over 
R, o(RG) denotes the augmentation ideal of RG. We recall that the kth dimension 
subgroup Dk(RG) is defined by 
Dl,(RG)={gEG((g-l)wk(RG)}. (1.1) 
It is well known (and can be verified easily) that when char R = p, the dimension 
subgroups form an ZV,-sequence of normal subgroups of G: 
[Di(RG), Di(RG)] C Di+i(RG) for all i, j 
and 
x E Di(RG) implies xp E Dip(RG). 
We denote by L,(G) the restricted p-algebra of G, which is associated with this 
N,-series. 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let F = F1 * FZ be a free product of groups F1 and Fz. Then the restricted 
Lie p-algebra L,(F) is isomorphic to the free Lie sum (in the category of restricted Lie 
p-algebras) of the restricted Lie algebras L,(F,) and L,(F,): 
L,(F) =LpU=d * Lp(F2). (1.2) 
Remark 1. It is worth remarking that the coproduct H = Hi * Hr in the category of 
restricted Lie p-algebras has the following properties: 
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(I) The algebra Hi (i = 1,2) is imbedded ismorphically in H. 
(II) Hi n Hz = 0. 
(III) Let P be any restricted Lie p-algebra and (jli be a homomorphism of the 
restricted Lie p-algebra Hi (i = 1,2) in P. Then there exists a homomorphism $ of 
the restricted Lie p-algebra H in P such that +4(H) = (L,(Hi) (i = 1,2). 
The properties (I) and (II) of the coproduct in the category of restricted Lie 
p-algebras are obtained easily (see Lemma 2). The coproduct in this category is 
therefore faithful and separating. The property (III) follows then from (I), (II) and 
the definition of the coproduct. 
The proof of Theorem 2 makes use of the following result of D.G. Quillen (see 
Ul): 
Let gr(RG) = Ciao w’(RG)/w”‘(RG) be the associated graded algebra of RG, 
where char R = p. Then gr(RG) is the restricted universal envelope of the restricted Lie 
p-algebra R 0 L,(G). 
We recall that there exist two group theoretical descriptions of the dimension 
subgroups, when char R = p (see [2], [3]); we do not use these results in our proof but 
it is worth recalling them here. 
It was shown by Jennings (see [2]) that for a field R of characteristic p the subgroup 
&(RG) can be described in the following way. 
Let G”’ be the subgroup of G, generated by all the flh powers of elements of G. 
Then 
Di.,(RG) = MI.,(G) = G, 
b.p(RG) = Mk.,(G) = [M/c-1(@, GIM(G)‘P’ 
(1.3) 
where i is the smallest integer, satisfying ip > n and [Mk_l,p(G), G] is the com- 
mutator of Mk_l,p(G) and G. 
The relationship between the dimension subgroups in characteristic p and the 
terms of the lower central series is given also by Lazard in [3] 
&.p(EG) = n Y~(G)(~” 
ip’ak 
where x(G) denotes, as usual, the ith term of the lower central series. 
2. The associated graded ring of RF. 
(1.4) 
Lemma 1. Let F = Fl * F2. Consider the group ring RF and let x E w ‘(RF). Then 
(4 _yE c XilXi2 * * * Xi, (mod CO’+’ (RF)), (2.1) 
il,i*.....i, 
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where 
x,Ewb(Rl;‘)lUw’~(RF*) (CJ=1,2,...,S), 
the successive xiq and xi*+., come from different subrings and 
li, + ii, + ’ ’ * + li, = 1. 
(b) w(RF) is generated by its subring w(RF,) and w(RF2). 
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(2.2) 
Proof. We have 
(2.3 
where hjlrj2 ,_... i,, E R gjl, 8,s . . . , gi_ E E 
Now take an element f~ F and its representation 
f =f1fz . - * fm, 
where f; E F, v Fz. 
Applying the identity 
sufficiently number of times, we obtain the statement (b) of the Lemma and the 
congruence 
(f-l)~(fi-l>+(ft-l)+...+(fm-l)(modw*(RF)), 
wherefi,fZ ,..., fmEFluFz. 
(2.4) 
One can write now the relations (2.4) for all the factors (g;, - 11, (g/z - 11, . . . , 
(gin - 1) in the right side of (2.3) and put then the expressions in (2.3). It follows 
X=x&U a,.02 ,.._ &Zl - Nfa,-- 1) . * * (IL, - 1) modb”‘OW) (2.5) 
where fat, fez1 . . . Ifa,, EFI uFz, ~a,,,, . . . . . at E R. Represent now every summand in 
(2.5) as a product xi,xg . . . xi,, where xiq (4 = 1, , . . , s) satisfies (2.2), and the assertion 
follows. cl 
Theorem 1. Let F = F, * Fz. Then for arbitrary field R the associated graded algebra 
gr(RF) is isomorphic to the free product of algebras gr(RF$) and gr(RFz): 
gr(RF) = grtRF1) *R grVW. 
Proof. First of all, we prove that gr(Rfi) (i = 1.2) is imbedded isomorphically in 
gr(RF). Indeed, the projections F+FJ (i = 1,2) induce projections di(RF)+Rfi 
(i = I,21 and, hence, for arbitrary n, w”(RF)nfli E@-(R);;:) (i = 1,2), and 
o”(RFj)/w”+’ (RE) is a subspace of w”(RF)/o”“(RF); we obtain therefore that 
gr(RF):) E gr(RF) (i = 1, 2). 
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Take now for every natural k an arbitrary basis of w ‘(RFi)/w k”‘(RF~)~ their union 
gives us a basis E, of gr(RE;;:) (i = 1,2). 
We consider then in the algebra gr(RF) the set of monomials 
vj,cj2 * * * vi,, (2.6) 
where oi, E El u Ez (r = 1,2, . . . , m) and the successive vi,, vi,_, come from different 
sets. The assertion will follow if we prove that the monomials (2.6) form a basis of 
gr(RF) because of the well known fact that these monomials gives a basis of 
gr(RFt) *F gr(RFz). 
Define now a family of subsets of the set of monomials (2.6) in the following way. 
The weight of any element from wk(RFl)/wk”(RF1) uwk(RFz)/wk”(RF2) is 
defined to be equal to k. We obtain a weight function p on the set E1 u E2 and then 
define 
X1 = {all the monomials which satisfy the condition: 
P(vj,)+P(Vj~)+ * * * +P(Vj,) = 0. 
We do not care at this moment whether Xl, nXlz = 4 when Ii f 12, we would like to 
point out however that it will follow from assertions (i) and (ii) which we are going to 
prove now. 
(i) The monomials fromX[ belong to the subspacew'(RF)/w “‘(RF) of gr(RF) and 
generate it. 
Indeed, take 
be one of the monomials (2.6) and let 
Vj,EXl, (r=1,2 ,..., m), f I, = 1. 
r=l 
Thus, u E X, and 
uj, E u’~(RF~)/w’~‘* (RF~)u~‘~(RF~)/~‘~“(RF*)~_~‘~(RF)/~’~+’(RF) 
(r = 1,2,. . . ,q). 
This relation implies that 
Vj,Vj* ’ * . Vj, c w’(RF)/o”‘(RF), 
and we have verified that any monomial from X1 belongs to w’(RF)/w”‘(RF). 
Take now any x E o’(RF)/w”’ (RF) and let x* E o’(RF) be arbitrary element of 
the residue class x. We now apply Lemma 1 to obtain for x* the relations (2.1) and 
(2.2). Assume for clarity that the element xi, in (2.2) belongs to ~‘~1 (RFI). We see 
that the relation (2.1) remains true when we put instead of Xi1 any other element of 
the residue class Xi1 + ~‘~1~’ (RFI). It follows therefore that the relation (2.1) implies 
_ - 
x= c - X~,Xi~ * ’ ’ Xi,9 
i,.i* ,__.. i,
(2.7) 
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where .Fi, is the residue class (in w’i~(RFz)/w~~“(RFJ or in w~,(RF*)/w”~*‘(RF2)), 
which contains _xe (I = 1,2, . . . , s) and li, (r = 1,2, . . . , s) satisfies (2.2). 
Put now in (2.7) the representation of ii, through the basis of 
o’q?F,)/w”+’ (RFi) v wqRF*)/W’~+* (RF*) (r = 1,2, . . . , s). 
Since the successive Zi,, &,+i in (2.7) come from different subalgebras gr(RFi) 
(i = 1,2) we obtain that x is a linear combination of monomials which all belong 
to x,. 
(ii) The monomials from XI are linearly independent in w ‘(RF)/o”‘(RF). Indeed, 
assume that in w’(RF)/w”‘(RF) holds a relation 
C ~i~,j~,....jmVjlVj~ ’ ’ * Vi, = 0, (2.8) 
il.iz....h 
where p(Vi,)+p(Vi,)+* - * +p(q,) = 1 and all the coefficients Ai,i2,,.jm #0. 
Let c$; be the natural homomorphism of RF;: on m = RE/o”‘(RE) (i = 1,2) and 
C$ be the homomorphism of RF on %‘i * RF2 defined by 41 and 42. One can now see 
that the subset ,!? c Ei c gr(RFi) (i = 1, 2) of elements of weight <I gives together - 
with 1, a basis of RFi (i = 1,2). The monomials in ,??I u,!?z, with the successive terms 
taken from different subsets give together with 1 a basis of *i * RF2. We will call 
them basic monomials to distinguish from the monomials (2.6). 
The weight function p defines now a weight function 0 on ,!?i u gz and we extend p 
on all the basic monomials from RF1 *RF* as a multiplicative function. It is worth to 
remark that the weight 6 of a basic monomial from mi * @2 will be 1 if it appears 
that this monomial, being considered as an element of gr(RF), belongs to Xl. 
Take now for every element vi, E w’~(RFl)/w’~“(RF2) UU’~(RF~)/~‘~“(RF~) in 
(2.8) (t= 1,2,. . . , m) a representative vz (r= 1,2,. . . , m). Then (2.8) can be 
written as a following relation in the group ring RF: 
C Ail,jz.....j,Vi*,Vi ’ * ’ Vt E 0 I+‘(,,). (2.8’) 
il.i2....& 
Let 2 denote the image of a subset A E RF under the homomorphism of RF on 
m = mi * RF’. Then (2.8’) implies the following relation in the ring m 
1 
I 1 
A~l,~2,,,,,imG~,~~2 * . . Fi, E w + (RF) = (w(RF))‘+’ (2.9) 
il.i2.....im 
Since all the monomials in (2.8) are from Xl we see that all the basic monomials in 
the left side of (2.9) have p-weight 1. The proof of property (ii) will be completed 
therefore if we show that (o(RF))“’ is spanned by all the basic monomials of 
p-weight 3 If 1. 
To verify this fact we remark first that it follows from Lemma l(b) that w(RF) is - ___ 
generated by its subrings o (RF,) and w (RF2). This implies that w(RF) is generated 
by the set of all the basic monomials and (w(RF))“’ by all the products of basic 
monomials which include >I+ 1 factors. It is enough therefore to show that if T, and 
T, are two basic monomials of weights kl and k2 correspondingly then either 
T1 Tz = 0 or Tl Tz is a linear combination of basic monomials of weights akl + k2. 
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Let, thus Tr = cim,6ja, * * * fij_,P(Tl)= kl, and Tz=6je,bi,, * * * Bi,,, P(Tz)=kz. 
Consider first the case when the last factor v’j,, of TI and the first factor fi,, of Tz 
come from different subrings w(M’i) (i = 1,2). We see that in this case the element 
Tl Tz coincides with the basic monomial 
Now let dj,, and I&, come from the same subring. We obtain that the element 
Gja,fioI is a linear combination of basic elements in w(RF,) or in o(RF2) with a 
&weight not less than’ p(v’i-,) +p(fiBi); moreover, these basic elements belong to that 
subring from w(RFi) (i = 1,2) which does not contain neither k,_, nor I&. We 
obtain therefore that all the basic monomials in the decomposition of the element 
has a p-weight not less than 
We proved therefore the property (ii). 
The properties (i) and (ii) show that all the monomials from Xr form a basis of the 
subspace o’(RF)/w’+’ (RF) of gr(RF). This implies easily that the set of all the 
monomials (2.6) form a basis of gr(RF) and the assertion follows. Cl 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
Consider the restricted universal envelope U&,(F)) of the Lie algebra J&(F). By 
Quillen’s theorem U,&,(F)) = gr(RF); this together with Theorem 1 implies that 
the algebra U&,(F)) is isomorphic to the free product of algebras UP(L,(Fl)) and 
v, (~5, V'2N 
U,(L,(F))=U,(L,(Fl))* UpKp(F2)). (3.1) 
The truth of Theorem 2 will follow therefore from the following assertion. 
Lemma 2. Ler Hi (i = 1,2) be two restricted Lie p-algebras, over a field R, Up(Hi) be 
their restricted envelopes. Consider the free product 
Q = U,(Hd * UpW2) 
’ It is supposed here that 5._,17~,, # 0; otherwise we have the trivial case when Tl Tt = 0. 
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and let H be the restricted Lie p-subalgebra of the associative algebra 0, generated by 
HI and Hz. Then the algebras HI, Hz and H satisfy properties (I)-(III) of Remark 1 
and hence His the coproduct (free Lie sum) of HI and Hz in the category of restricted 
Lie p-algebras: 
H=Hl*Hz. (3.2) 
Furthermore, Q is the restricted universal envelope of H 
Q-U,(H). 
Proof. Since Hi is imbedded into Up(Hi) (i = 1,2) (see [4, Theorem V.7.121) we 
obtain that Hi in imbedded in H. Since U,(H1) n LJ,(Hz) = R, we obtain that 
H1nHZ=O. 
To verify property (III) we suppose that it is given a restricted Lie p-algebra P over 
R and homomorphisms $i of Hi (i = 1,2) in P. These homomorphisms define 
uniquely homomorphisms $i of LJp(Hi) (i = 1,2) in the restricted envelope U,,(P) of 
P, such that $i(Hi) = $i(Hi) (i = 1,2) (see [4, Theorem V.7.121). The homomor- 
phisms & now define uniquely a homomorphism 6 of the algebra Q = 
U,(HJ * U,(HJ in U,(P), which coincides with $i on U,(Hi) (i = 1,2). It follows 
that I& is defined uniquely by $1 and &. We proved thus property (III) and therefore 
(3.2) is true. 
The last statement of the Lemma can be proved in a similar way. 0 
4. The characteristic zero case 
Now let char R = 0 and let L(G) denote the Lie algebra of G, associated with the 
N-series of dimension subgroups &(RG) (k = 1,2,. . .). 
The second result of Quillen in [l] states that the universal envelope U(L(G)) of 
L(G) is isomorphic to gr(RF). This theorem together with Theorem 1 of our article 
can be applied to obtain a simple proof of the following assertion. 
Let F = Fl * Fz. Then the Lie algebra L(F) is isomorphic to the free Lie sum of L(F,) 
and L(F2). 
We remark, however, that in this case we have by Theorem of Jennings [5] and P. 
Hall [6]: 
&(RG) = Jyk(G) ={x E G (x” E yk(G) for some n), 
and one can see that the assertion follows from Eidelkind’s result [7], obtained by 
quite different methods. (See [7, Section 41). 
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